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Courtesy of Crittall Windows and Firmdale Hotels.
A  pa r t ne r sh ip  w i t h  a  c rea t i ve  ou t l ook . . .

rooms with a view...



irmdale Hotels has established a unique position in the
hospitality sector, aided by a flair for exceptional design.
Each of its growing collection of chic boutique hotels is attuned
to its particular setting, but all share a distinctive style. Firmdale
Hotels should be “living things, not stuffy institutions” say
owners Tim and Kit Kemp.

F

rittall's collaborative relationship with Firmdale
Hotels began with the hotelier's first new-build project,
London's Soho Hotel, and has grown over the course of two
further developments in London and Manhattan – the Ham
Yard Hotel and Crosby Street Hotel. It takes another step
forward with Firmdale's fourth new-build hotel, now under
construction in New York City. Built on a shared commitment to
quality of design and execution, the fruits of this collaboration
perfectly demonstrate the practical and aesthetic value of
Crittall steel windows.

C

rittall is the world's pre-
eminent manufacturer of steel-framed
windows. With over 160 years in
business, its products characterise
many landmarks of modern
architecture, from the Bauhaus to
Coventry Cathedral. Coupled with the
creativity of architects and designers,
this rich heritage contributes to the
timeless style of Crittall's premium
product. Made in the UK to exacting
technical and environmental standards,
versatile steel windows offer an
unmatched combination of durability,
strength and beauty.

C he eclectic look of
Firmdale hotels is a manifestation
of the insights and personal
passions of co-founder and
design director Kit Kemp. To a
vibrant palette of pattern and
texture, she adds a dash of
English eccentricity and a strong
sense of fun. Her “light, fresh,
colourful and carefree” interiors
find harmonious order in a
profusion of intriguing
ingredients, and strike a bold
balance between the traditional
and the contemporary, loud and
quiet. Amid this dazzling diversity
there is also consistency: among
the common features of all
Firmdale's new-build hotels in
London and New York City are
Crittall's coolly elegant windows.
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et on a quiet backstreet amid the bustle of central London, the Soho Hotel
was Firmdale’s first new-build project, and marked the start of its ongoing relationship with
Crittall Windows. Working with architect Peter French, Firmdale created a building whose
robust brick facades drew inspiration from the architectural character of the area, and
established a signature for Firmdale’s new-build hotels. Full-height windows with curved
heads were fabricated from Crittall’s Corporate W20 steel profile, and allow daylight to
flood the hotel’s 85 bedrooms, six apartments and four penthouse suites.
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B

he strong colours and bold patterns of Firmdale’s hotels are a feast for the eyes,
but its design approach is equally concerned with appealing to the other senses. “We
have to think about all sensory qualities – from touch and feel to sound and smell”, says
Kit Kemp. “We only want to use products and materials that feel good to the touch”. The
appearance of comfort and quality is confirmed by physical experience: the small
satisfaction of a surprising texture or the action of well-engineered locks and latches.
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very room in a Firmdale hotel is unique, but Crittall steel windows are common
to each. Though they lend a distinctive character “they are not intrusive”, says Kit Kemp.
“From that starting point you can go in lots of different design directions.”
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et around a new courtyard in the heart of London’s
West End, Ham Yard Hotel creates a new ‘urban village’ in the
heart of the city. Alongside 91 guest bedrooms, the hotel
incorporates 24 apartments, shops, bars and restaurants, a
movie theatre and bowling alley.

S

o celebrate the hotel’s unique situation, Firmdale tasked
architect Woods Bagot to pursue a design approach that
“seeks to bring the outdoors inside – and turn the indoors
outside.” Floor-to-ceiling Crittall doors open up the restaurant
to the hotel’s outdoor terrace, and full-height Crittall glazing to
the floors above also plays its part in allowing guests to enjoy
the life of the street from the comfort of their bedrooms. “When
I go into any room, I go to the window first,” says Kemp. “We
want people to be able to sit on a little window seat and look
out and watch the world go by.”
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bundant natural light is the starting point for each individually-designed Firmdale bedroom, says Kit Kemp, and
floor-to-ceiling Crittall windows have become a hallmark of the company’s new hotels. Steel’s combination of slenderness
and strength allows the largest possible area of unobscured glazing.
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he 2009 opening of the Crosby Street Hotel in Manhattan marked Firmdale’s high-profile entry to the North American
market. Named New York’s best new hotel, it was an instant hit with both New Yorkers and visitors to the city. Like the
Soho Hotel and Ham Yard Hotel, the Crosby Street Hotel is a new building constructed on the site of a former parking lot,
whose brick and stone facade makes sympathetic reference to the neighbourhood’s industrial heritage. And like its London
cousins, the building features steel windows giving it an identity that is both distinctive and rooted in its context. “Crittall
windows are a design classic, so they look just as good in a New York skyscraper as a London loft or a Paris apartment,”
says Kit Kemp. “You can put them in any setting, at any time, and it just works.”

T

xpansive double-height
dark-green-coloured steel windows
broadcast the welcoming warmth of
the bar and reception area to the
narrow cobbled street. Over nine
storeys above, architect Stonehill &
Taylor composed a brick façade with
a regular grid of 54 large windows,
whose innovative design comprises a
24-pane configuration with a central
pivoting four-pane opening light.
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irmdale’s new hotels are designed to reflect their city-centre surroundings, but must also
offer a calm and comfortable refuge from the intensity of urban life. Steel windows lend a
sense of their strength to the façade, and their lightness and elegance to the interior.
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t Ham Yard Hotel, slender steel profiles used to form delicate screens in
the restaurant and reception areas act as a cool, hard counterpoint to the medley of
bright-hued textiles lining walls and floors.

Crittall screens have a subtle presence, but a strong timeless character. The custom-
made glazed walls and doors are highly versatile, sitting comfortably in residential or
commercial settings to enclose bathrooms and kitchens, add definition to open-plan
spaces or establish a distinctive threshold between rooms. The unequalled size-to-
strength ratio of steel glazing bars makes Crittall screens space-efficient, and allows
maximum transmission of light within the interior.
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12

hile many top hotels aim to evoke a sense of luxury through ostentatious excess, Firmdale follows an alternative course. “There can be
a feeling of luxury in simplicity”, says Kit Kemp. “My idea of glamour is to have something bespoke, and made by hand.” So chairs are upholstered in
hand-blocked fabric, the talents of independent makers are celebrated in unique light fixtures and one-off furniture pieces, commissioned sculpture
animates the public spaces and original works by leading contemporary artists adorn the walls. These crafted and tailored objects find their
architectural echo in custom-made and hand-finished Crittall windows.
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very part of the guest’s experience is an opportunity to add delight. As the setting for both great occasions and
the smallest rituals of everyday life, rooms are designed and materials selected with an equal focus on performance and
pleasure. In the resolution of every detail, the question must be asked “How can the generic be made particular? How can
the ordinary be extraordinary?”
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he manufacture of steel windows at Crittall’s
purpose-built factory takes advantage of
sophisticated CAD software, precise machine tools
and the skills of a highly experienced workforce. Each
bespoke window unit is designed to the customer’s
individual specification and hand-crafted to achieve
an unrivalled finish. The hot-dip galvanized frames are
suitable for any climatic condition, and the range of
steel profiles and coloured polyester powder-coatings
ensures that Crittall windows are equally at home in a
wide variety of architectural applications.
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rittall’s classic steel windows offer the
dual benefits of a timeless aesthetic and durability -
nothing looks better or lasts longer. But steel
windows also offer a third advantage: sustainability.
Steel can be almost completely re-used or recycled
with no loss of performance in the material, and
Crittall’s steel windows are manufactured in closely
controlled conditions to minimise waste and energy
use.
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hile all Crittall windows are made to order in the UK, there is strong
demand for this unique product around the world, from France and Holland to Israel and
Australia, and in 2010 the company was presented with the Queen’s Award for Enterprise
in International Trade in recognition of its export achievements. Crittall windows have
found particular favour in the United States, where a strong distributor network covers the

country from coast to coast. In recent years Crittall windows have been installed in such
diverse buildings as a parking garage in Des Moines, a hurricane-proof New Orleans
home and a Texas ranch house. They have been employed with equal success in new
buildings by leading contemporary architects and in the historic settings of Yale University
and New York City’s 300 Central Park West.
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ith prominent installations at Ham Yard Hotel (left
and below), and the Crosby Street Hotel (right), Crittall windows
and doors are now firmly associated with the Firmdale brand.

Design director Kit Kemp has realised a series of projects with
shared spirit that defies easy description: offbeat and original but
comfortable and coherent. Many of the values evident in these
projects are also innate to Crittall Windows – above all a belief that
the care invested by creative designers and skilful makers adds
greatly to the quality of our environment, and of life.
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our heritage is our strength
Crittall Windows Limited

www.crittall-windows.com

Crittall Windows Limited
Tel: +44 (0)1376 530800

E-mail: hq@crittall-windows.co.uk
Web: www.crittall-windows.com


